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Which of the following API / Web Services formats do you use? (Select all that apply)

- REST - OAS / Swagger: 79%
- SOAP: 54%
- REST - Not OAS / Swagger: 39%
- XML-RPC: 15%
- JMS: 14%
- graphQL: 12%
- IoT (MQTT/CoAP/Others): 10%
- gRPC: 4%
- Other (please specify): 3%
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Testing REST APIs (1 / 2)

❖ Grammar-based fuzzing
  ➢ Producing grammar requires manual effort
  ➢ No coverage feedback (How much fuzzing is enough?)

❖ HTTP fuzzers
  ➢ Requires live traffic
  ➢ Not Stateful (cannot reproduce sequences of events)

❖ Custom tools for specific APIs
  ➢ Labour intensive
  ➢ High maintenance cost (APIs evolve over time)
Testing REST APIs (2 / 2)

- RESTler: Stateful REST API Fuzzing
  - Static analysis on API specification and automatically produce fuzzing grammar: encodes sequences of requests
  - Target errors are unhandled exceptions ("500 Internal Server Errors")
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Checking security properties
➢ Introduce rules that capture desirable security properties of cloud service REST APIs
➢ Augment stateful REST API fuzzing with checkers that test violation of these rules

Kinds of error
➢ Violations of security property rules
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Security rules and desirable properties

❖ **Use-after-free rule**
  1. Delete /api/streams/1
  2. Access /api/streams/1 **MUST FAIL**

❖ **Resource-hierarchy rule**
  1. Create /api/posts/1 and /api/posts/2
  2. Create /api/posts/1/reply/1
     ➢ Access /api/posts/2/reply/1 **MUST FAIL**

❖ **Resource-leakage rule**
  1. Create /api/post/1 and receive error code (e.g., 404 or 500 HTTP status)
     ➢ Access /api/post/1 **MUST FAIL**
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System overview

**RESTler**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzing grammar</th>
<th>Testing driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collection of all tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Generic tests**

Cloud service REST API

**Target service**

...
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System overview

RESTler

Fuzzing grammar → Testing driver → Collection of all tests → Latest tests → Available property checkers → Unhandled exceptions → Violations of rule 1 → Violations of rule 2

Generic tests → Extra tests (rule 1) → Extra tests (rule 2) → Extra tests (rule 3) → Cloud service REST API

Target service
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System overview

- **Fuzzing grammar** → **Testing driver** → **Collection of all tests** → **Latest tests** → **Available property checkers**

- **Delete a resource?**
  - **Check use-after-free violation**
    - Extra tests (rule 2)
    - Extra tests (rule 3)

- **Target service**

- **RESTler**
  - **Generic tests**
  - **Unhandled exceptions**
  - **Violations of rule 1**
  - **Violations of rule 2**
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System overview

RESTler

Fuzzing grammar → Testing driver

Collection of all tests

Latest tests

Available property checkers

Create a resource?

Check resource-hierarchy violation

Generic tests

Extra tests (rule 2)

Extra tests (rule 3)

Cloud service

Target service

Unhandled exceptions

Violations of rule 1

Violations of rule 2

...
System overview

RESTler

Fuzzing grammar → Testing driver → Collection of all tests → Latest tests → Available property checkers

Got a 500 error?
Check resource-leakage violation

Generic tests
Extra tests (rule 2)
Extra tests (rule 3)

Target service

Cloud service

Unhandled exceptions → Violations of rule 1 → Violations of rule 2
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Experimental setup

- Target three cloud services from Azure & O-365
- Production services w\ public API specifications
- Complex API requests (~16 API requests per service)
Selected errors found with checkers
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❖ Use-after-free rule violation

1. Create a new resource R
2. Delete resource R
3. Create a new child of the deleted resource R
   ➢ 500 "Internal Server Error" (should have been: 404 Not Found)
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❖ Resource-hierarchy rule violation
1. Create two messages (POST /api/posts/1212 and POST /api/posts/1313)
2. Create a reply to the first message (POST /api/posts/1212/replies/12121)
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Selected errors found with checkers

❖ **Use-after-free rule violation**
  1. Create a new resource R
  2. Delete resource R
  3. Create a new child of the deleted resource R
     ➢ 500 "Internal Server Error" (should have been: 404 Not Found)

❖ **Resource-hierarchy rule violation**
  1. Create two messages (POST /api/posts/1212 and POST /api/posts/1313)
  2. Create a reply to the first message (POST /api/posts/1212/replies/12121)
  3. Edit the reply using the second message as parent (PUT /api/posts/1313/replies/12121)
     ➢ 202 "Accepted" (should have been: 404 Not Found)

❖ **Resource-leakage rule violation**
  1. Create a resource of type T and name X with malformed body (this results in a 500 error)
  2. Get a list of all resource of type T: the returned result is empty
  3. Create a new resource of type T with the same name X in different region
     ➢ 409 "Conflict" Inconsistent service state (should have been: 404 Not Found)
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❖ Reported violation of security rules in production Azure & O-365 services

➢ All bugs reported have been fixed!
Thank you!
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